[warrior wire]

The

PTSD Myth

hen incidents
occur that put
veterans in a
bad light—such
as the recent
shooting at Fort Hood, the second
such attack in the past few years, or
the September 2013 shooting at the
Washington Navy Yard—the first thing
many media outlets speculate about
is whether or not the shooter suffered
from post-traumatic stress disorder
or another mental illness. That
story grabs headlines. “The media
bombards people with stories of
PTSD and all the horrible events that
made these people shells of what they
used to be,” says Army veteran Justin
Tressler. “Unless you start looking at
veteran-specific organizations like
the VFW, the American Legion, or Iraq
and Afghanistan Veterans of America,
you won’t hear the good stories.”
Although most Americans at the
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time knew of someone who’d returned from one of the World Wars
“shell-shocked,” haunted by combat
memories of what they’d seen or
done, even then it wasn’t a new
phenomenon. But the “damaged
goods” storyline began in earnest
after the Vietnam War. Mental-health
professionals then worried about
the effects of war on the men who’d
served, with noted psychiatrist
Robert Jay Lifton warning that the
average veteran “returns as a tainted
intruder … likely to seek continuing
outlets for a pattern of violence to
which they have become habituated.”
Films such as Taxi Driver and Rambo
perpetuated the myth that Vietnam
vets were ticking time bombs.
Public opinion about veterans
and active members of the armed
forces is considerably higher today
than it was in the seventies, when this
magazine was one of the only media

outlets speaking up for Vietnam
vets, but all too often, modern vets
are being painted with the same
damaged-goods brush. Air Force vet
Will Simmons, who suffers from posttraumatic stress, says, “The Navy Yard
shooter, the first friggin’ thing [the
media] came out with was ‘possible
PTSD veteran,’ so that’s what sticks in
people’s heads. People keep seeing
[stories like that], and, unfortunately,
they don't take the time to research
and read and educate themselves
on what’s really going on and what
PTSD is really all about. They think of
the ‘damaged goods’ veteran, that a
veteran who’s been to war has PTSD,
is prone to violence, and is going to do
something like that.”
Every day, veterans must prove
that they don’t fit a litany of stereotypes that negative news stories
have placed on them. Army vet
Matt Selvage can list dozens of mis-
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By overemphasizing negative news stories, the media feeds the public’s continued
misunderstanding of our nation’s twenty-first-century veterans.
By Jennifer Peters
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perceptions people have about
veterans—everything from believing
that all vets are crazy and ready to
snap, to thinking they’re all uneducated and have no skills outside
fighting wars, to believing that all
veterans have a sense of entitlement
and feel society owes them something. “These are conversations that
[soldiers] have all the time,” he tells
us. “We try to figure out how to help
other people with these issues, and
how to get past them.”
The average person has no way of
knowing if those attention-getting
headlines are accurate. According to
a study by the Pew Research Center,
84 percent of modern-era veterans
think the general public has little or
no understanding of the problems
they face—and 71 percent of the
public agrees. “There’s a certain
amount of intentional ignorance that
a lot of people have about this stuff,”
explains Wes Bonnheim, who left the
Army—where he served in a counternarcotics unit in Central and South
America—in 2003, when the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan were still in
their infancy. Bonnheim says vets who
served with him have faced their own
difficulties, the primary one being
that a lot of civilians don’t understand
what they did—or that they actually
served—since they never deployed
to Iraq or Afghanistan. “Whether you
have good or bad stereotypes about
veterans, they can lead to expectations that the veteran can’t live up to.”
Yes, even positive stereotypes
can be difficult for vets to deal with.
In fact, constantly being thanked,
many vets agree, can be grating—and
that’s not why they signed up to serve.
“What I wanted to do was not some
great heroic thing or anything like
that, it’s just what I felt was necessary
to do,” Simmons says. “To have people
feel like you signed up just for [the
thanks], it creates almost a sort of
resentment. It’s like, I didn’t do this
so people would thank me or I’d get a
military discount or stuff like that.
I think a lot of vets feel like, It’s just
a job, let’s just press on and keep
moving forward. I do appreciate the
support, but I’m still just trucking
along doing my thing. I didn’t do
it because I wanted thank-yous or
accolades or anything else.”
Some veterans worry that more
positive ideas about veterans are
harmful to the vet community at large.
“Some people idealize and idolize
anyone who’s ever put on a uniform,”
Tressler says. “Not everybody has
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earned that respect.” He and Simmons both fear that blanket positivity
can result in further issues for veterans, with some feeling the need to
lie in order to live up to the hype, or
having a hard time coping with the
fact that they don’t feel as if they’re
the heroes the media has suggested
they should be. “I think you’ve got
some vets who—and I hate saying
this—will embellish what they did to
fulfill that stereotype and perception
that they’re combat-hardened,”
Simmons says.
Navy vet/model Kelli Serio has
dealt with her share of people who
worry there’s “something wrong” with
her because of her service, but she
also has the more individualized issue
of dealing with people who don’t even
believe she served, despite two tours
to the Persian Gulf on the USS Ronald
Reagan. She says, “If I’m at a modeling
job and people find out that I was in
the military, they look at me and ask,
‘You were in the military?’ Like, am I
supposed to look more butch? It even
affects me getting jobs. I’ll get cast in
things as the military wife, never the
soldier or female vet, because people

The average person has no way of knowing if
those attention-getting negative headlines
about vets suffering from PTSD are accurate.

Accused gunman Aaron Alexis enters the
Washington Navy Yard.

think, You couldn’t be in the military;
you don’t look like a boy. I’ve heard
that so many times.”
What all these vets agree on is,
these preconceptions—and, often,
misconceptions—need to end.
Tressler, who has a rockabilly look, is
covered in tattoos, and has sported
a Mohawk, says he deals with people
making enough assumptions about
him as it is. “I would love to get to a
place where people who hear ‘vet’
don’t automatically assume anything,” he says. “I wish hearing it
would instead help them strike up
a conversation. I’d like them to do
research and learn the truth and then
form their own opinions.”
“Not everybody can be a journalist,
but that’s how you have to look at it,”
Selvage suggests. “Even then, unless
you talk to the guy who was there,
it’s all a matter of perspective, and no
one sees things exactly the same as
you do.
“We need to educate people,” he
concludes. “Instead of getting upset
[about the stereotypes], we need to
sit down and talk with people and help
change their perception.”
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